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Seed quality = ?
=  BreedingGenetic quality
Physical and physiological quality
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>> Technologies to raise seed quality after harvest
Good seed quality is made in the field !
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Categories of technology
• Testing & research
• Enhancement (sorting, priming & sanitation)
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X-ray and image analysis
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Crack detection
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Chlorophyll fluorescence (CF) analyzer




Petri dish with seeds Motor
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Germination of CF fractions of paddy

















samplessiz e [%]germ [%]norm [%]
control 90.0 84.0
high 13.8 60.0 56.5
medium 33.5 97.5 91.0
low 52.7 97.5 93.5
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CF of germinating pepper seeds
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CF-analysis of germinating seeds
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Real-time O2 measurements: the Q2
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Ethanol production as measure for 
seed quality
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Optimizing seed treatments
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Immunobeads
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Genomics








Soeda et al. 2005. Plant Physiology 137: 354-368.
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Proteomics
Gallardo et al. 2001. Plant Physiology 126: 835-848
Dry seed Imbibed seed
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Metabolomics
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Seed enhancement
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Priming of grass seed
PreGerm® :
5-7 days faster germination
About 2x as much Poa survival
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Electron treatment
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Electron treatment
• throughput 30 t/h
• 2004: 10,000 t
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Aerated steam
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ThermoSeed™ upscaled
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Future
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